Mad Libs is a word game in which one player prompts another to fill in the blanks in a story. It is best played in teams or pairs. Read aloud at the end for much hilarity!

**Diary Mad Lib**

............................... ! Today is Halloween! I haven’t got a ............................. ,
(exclamation) (noun)
but I have got some ...............................  I usually ............................... on
(plural noun) (verb)
Halloween, but today I’m going to .............................  ......................... .
(verb) (adverb)
Today I feel ............................... !
(adjective)

**Horror story Mad Lib**

It was a ............................. and ............................. night. The sky was
(adjective) (adjective)
............................... . ............................. was ............................... .
(colour) (proper noun) (verb)
Suddenly, a ............................. ............................. .............................
(noun) (verb) (connective)
there was a ............................. ............................. the ............................. .
(noun) (preposition) (noun)
After that the sky started to ............................. and ............................. wanted
(verb) (character’s name)
to .............................  The weather was now ............................. and
(verb) (adjective)
............................. was ............................. .
(character’s name) (adjective)
Fairy tale Mad Lib

Once upon a time in a town called ...................... there lived a(n) 
(proper noun)

........................................ ......................... whose name was
(adjacent adjective) (noun)

........................................ ......................... had a ..............................
(proper noun) (personal pronoun) (noun)

and often liked to ..................... and ....................... with it.
(verb) (verb)

On Halloween, ......................... would go .................... the town
(character) (preposition)

frightening everyone with a .................... and a .............................. .
(noun) (noun)

It was very ....................... .
(adjacent adjective)